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VICTORY’S STAR ASCENDING

Victory’s Star Ascending, the Heavens now commands!
Victory’s Star Ascending, in Cosmic Beauty stands!
Victory’s Star Ascending, floods all the earth with Light!
Victory’s Star Ascending, commands in Cosmic Might!
Victory’s Star Ascending, compels our Victory too!
Victory’s Star Ascending, floods Freedom’s Flame clear thru!
Victory’s Star Ascending, is God’s Full Cosmic Power!
Victory’s Star Ascending, has conquered ALL this hour!
Victory’s Star Ascending, is God’s Great Silence Bright!
Victory’s Star Ascending, draws us to His Great Height!
Victory’s Star Ascending, is Blazing — Gold and Blue!
Victory’s Star Ascending, now draws and enfolds you!
Victory’s Star Ascending, is His Dominion now!
Victory’s Star Ascending, fulfills each Heart’s own vow!
Victory’s Star Ascending, holds earth in Cosmic Love!
Victory’s Star Ascending, does Light’s Full Victory prove!
Victory’s Star Ascending, now sheds His Peace o’er all!
Victory’s Star Ascending, has answered every call!
Victory’s Star Ascending, floods Purity thru earth!
Victory’s Star Ascending, is mankind’s Cosmic Birth!
Victory’s Star Ascending, is Justice — Mercy too!
Victory’s Star Ascending, lights all as It pours thru!
Victory’s Star Ascending, is Strength to do and dare!
Victory’s Star Ascending, floods us now everywhere!
Victory’s Star Ascending, is God’s Forgiveness here!
Victory’s Star Ascending, makes all our pathway clear!
Victory’s Star Ascending, is God’s Great Song of Light!
Victory’s Star Ascending, forever grows more Bright!
Victory’s Star Ascending, reveals God’s Cosmic Plan!
Victory’s Star Ascending, lifts all by God’s Great Hand!
Victory’s Star Ascending, God’s Love thru all compels!
Victory’s Star Ascending, is where each Heart now dwells!
Victory’s Star Ascending, now sweeps thruout Our Land!
Victory’s Star Ascending, clothes us wher’er we stand!
Victory’s Star Ascending, Perfection floods to all!
Victory’s Star Ascending, is God’s Protecting Wall!
Victory’s Star Ascending, is all we can desire!
Victory’s Star Ascending, is God’s Great Sacred Fire!
Victory’s Star Ascending, guards us forevermore!
Victory’s Star Ascending, is God’s Great Open Door!
Victory’s Star Ascending, Its Presence NOW, “I AM”!
Victory’s Star Ascending, is Love all understand!

VICTORY! VICTORY! VICTORY! “I AM”! “I AM”! “I AM”!

VICTORY! VICTORY! VICTORY! within Thy Heart I stand!

VICTORY! VICTORY! VICTORY! in Love and Light I come!

VICTORY! VICTORY! VICTORY! “I AM”! Thy Victory won!

CHANERA
MIGHTY HERCULES' DISCOURSE

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS       MARCH 26, 1944

Evening

BELOVED ONES of the Light, I come tonight, to give what Radiation I can to assist and hold about you, that which is of the Light; especially that which affects our Beloved America—the Power of the Blue Ray! Since it is My Prerogative to wield that Power thruout the earth, I would like to clothe you in the Power of My Heart.

The Power which I represent to the earth, is that Cosmic Balance of Love and Wisdom, charged with the Electronic Force or the concentrated Power of the Blue Ray; so I may direct It and insulate that which is of the Light, within the Cosmic Blue Flame thru which the shadows dare not pass.

I want you to feel close to Me, if you will, that I may more powerfully charge My Radiation in, thru and around you, to help you to be sure; but to be able to radiate thru you more powerfully to America, that which is the Power she needs; to stand Inflexible for those Divine Principles upon which she was established; upon which her success and greatness has been built; and upon which she must rest, if protection is to be given and those principles survive as the Ruling Authority within this land.

There must come forth, enveloping those who are standing for right and honor; those who are standing for the Constitutional Government of this land, a Surrounding Protection which I can give; a Power and an Action of the Blue Ray that in the final struggle with the forces of darkness, burns Its way thru all things; and yet does not reveal what is within Its Heart, at least to the destructive forces.

I want you to feel that in calling forth My Protection
about your loved ones and those in the National Defense; around our Beloved Donald and the younger generation; I stand ready at all times, to draw that Seven Fold Blue Ray into Outer Action, in a Manner that destructive forces always understand. Many things that are good and constructive need My Power back of them; as both Protection and a Pressure of Light or Pressure of the Fire Element, which moves them into action with a Force that cuts through all opposition.

"I AM" the Power of the Blue Ray in Its Seven Fold Action; and "I AM" needed to strengthen all constructive qualities; to make them Victorious; and to hold those individuals protected who are trying to defend the Constructive Way—God's Way of Life. Long have We abided the time within the Great Silence; long have We watched the misuse of Life's Energy upon this earth; and now comes the reckoning. Those who are of the Light, if you will call for them, may have Our Protection WITHOUT LIMIT for the Light does not forget Its Own; nor does It forget those thru whom It wishes to fulfill Its Divine Plan, but without Power you would not have action!

Please remember your Beloved Saint Germain's Definition of Power! He said: "Energy becomes Power thru use"! Therefore, if you will use the Seven Fold Blue Flame which I offer, It becomes Power Invincible, Power that is Limitless within your world.

If the energy in any condition that is constructive, is held guarded by My Seven Fold Blue Flame, energized and amplified with that Limitless Power of the Blue Ray, which "I AM," I think nothing will stand before you very long, in the way of opposition.

"I AM" not used to being opposed! It will be well, for you to get My Feeling tonight, of the Invincible Power which is Mine when commanded to go forth. I command It into action NOW and I offer It to you! Oh,
not just to make you Powerful, not at all. While that would come naturally, yet I offer It to you that you may be a Power in your Nation; to guard Its Constitution, Its Divine Rights and to govern Its Destiny Harmoniously.

America has a Destiny, so have you! That Destiny is the activity of setting Life Free by the Powers of Light; for that is what the Flame within the Heart of every human body does. The Freedom of a Life Stream comes only thru the Expansion of the Flame within the heart; and only when that Flame has expanded and becomes one with the Flame in the head, does Freedom really reign! Just so, must the Flame of My Love and My Protection thru your hearts expand thruout America, and be the Protection of your Constitution and those who are defending It in the outer world.

When the Flame within the Heart of the world expands and becomes One with the Flame of Directing Intelligence in the head, then the body becomes ILLUMINATED and power unlimited is conferred without delay. So it is in your Life Stream.

The added Power which you need to stand against the accumulating discord of the outer world, is Power from your own "I AM Presence." First of all, when the Power of the Flame in your hearts has become One with the Flame in your heads and is enfolded by the Love from your own "I AM Presence," you are ready to be clothed in My Cosmic Power for the Protection of the Nation!

My Power cannot be misused, for It is already Love, Wisdom and Power in Perfect Balance! It is the Love from My Heart and the Wisdom from My Mind, clothed in the Sacred Fire of the Blue Flame—the Seven Fold Blue Flame; and none unascended can affect that in any way. It is an Armor of this Seven Fold Blue Flame, which I offer you tonight. Had you ever thought of an Armor of Flame! Well there is such, which it is My Privilege to confer! "I AM" giving It to you, for you
have earned the right to wear It; and at your call, I may place It upon your loved ones wherever they are!

There are many Qualities and Activities that you are calling forth, which are tremendously needed by the mass of mankind; and you need to draw all the Power of the Blue Ray into those Qualities, in order to make their Pressure felt within the feeling world of the mass of mankind. There is coming an Awakening of Love for more of the Constructive Qualities of Life; for they are the things that make a Nation survive throughout the centuries; but those whose hearts crave for Our Constructive Activities must be strengthened by My Power and Protection.

The mass of mankind’s energy at the present time swings down, and when individuals seek to pull away from that to come up unto the Heights and try to hold to the Constructive Way of Life, they need more Assistance than they have in their own Life Streams. Not that their “I AM Presence” is not All-powerful, because It is, but they need help on the physical side to be cut Free from the rush of the mass energy, which seeks to draw mankind thru disturbed feeling, into the chaos of its destruction.

Don’t be deceived! the destructive forces pull heavily upon mankind’s feeling world, because there they get their energy to sustain destruction longer; while We, giving the Power of the Light and the Fire Element from Our Octaves of Activity, from Our Great Cosmic Activities of Creation, become a Magnet to help individuals draw away from that, in which they have become enmeshed.

I wish to help you tonight, and guard you once again as your Beloved Saint Germain has many times, against human sympathy. Human sympathy is agreement with imperfection, while Divine Compassion stands within the Power-house of the Light and the Sacred Fire, and draws
into a condition whatever is necessary to dissolve the dis-
cord and to set the individual Free!

Don’t be deceived! Human selfishness is still ram-
pant everywhere, but you can do a great deal to break
that pull upon the feeling world of mankind. Selfish
individuals who want to prey upon the mass of mankind,
know immediately when one calls My Flame into action;
and they know that any one who calls to Me in Love
and Devotion, draws a Power with which no destructive
force can cope.

Keep recognizing and feel deeply, My Eternal
Invincible Safety of the Seven Fold Blue Flame about
you; for when you stand in that Flame called forth from
My Heart, you are Eternally Invincibly safe against all
of the shadows. Destructive forces are afraid of Me of
course, because they have so misused the actual energy
of the Universe, that they know when they contact the
Cosmic Activity of Power which I represent, It is so
Infinite in comparison with that which they have attained,
that it is hopeless to oppose My Commands.

I trust you will continue your calls for the Cosmic
Protection of certain individuals who are defending your
Constitutional Form of Government. Your constructive
business men and all in your government who are oppos-
ing the frightful viciousness that has crept into your land,
need your calls for their protection; and if you will call
to Me and the rest of the Elohim, then shall they have
Our Assistance and that Protection which they do not
as yet know how to hold for themselves. Because of their
Constructive Motives, they are given a certain amount
of Protection, yet you can amplify that greatly thru your
conscious calls; and it is well for every one of you for
some little time ahead, to make individual private applica-
tion for the protection of all who are constructive in your
land; and who are determined to take their stand for the
Constructive Form of Government, which has built the wealth and the success of America today.

The most unbridled insult to Life, has been the waste, the debauch, and the flinging away of America’s resources but remember those who want nothing for mankind but destruction must answer for all their destruction. People themselves must guard the resources of this land, if they expect Life to give them more!

I am here to offer the Power that guards all who seek the Constructive Way of Life, be they “I AM” Students or not! We guard all that is of the Light, when We are called into action; but the people themselves must return to honor and honesty and the Fundamental Form of Government upon which the Greatness of America has been built and upon which it must rest, if her success is to be sustained.

Don’t be deceived! The sinister force that is back of communism throughout the world still thinks it can get its claws on America. If you will call My Limitless Invincible Legions of the Seven Fold Blue Flame, and if need be the Blue Lightning, I can direct that into action to guard America, against every activity of communism and its hypnotic suggestions to the people thru every channel. Then We shall establish, if you will make the calls, certain pulsations of the Activity of the Blue Ray and the Blue Lightning, which can flood forth and shut off much that is planned to destroy you.

The sinister force in its wholesale destruction has planned many things, but it is Our Hope to reveal every plan ahead of time and expose it before it can come into outer action; if We have your calls and the people are determined not to allow that thing to act within your borders. The people themselves must determine certain things under which they are going to live or not live, if they are to have Our Help. We offer all Help! The Cosmic Law demands, if they are to remain here and enjoy
the Freedom that has gone before, that they protect the Gift of Freedom which they did not pay for in the first place, or rather earn. I may not say "earn"—to some degree they did or they would not be here; but at least, they were not the ones who went thru the fire to win that Freedom in the beginning. Most of those who are enjoying the Blessings of America today are enjoying them, because they are Gifts from previous generations. Now it is time, they guarded those gifts for all who come after them.

Call Me into action and "I AM" there in the Blue Flame. Speak to Me when you will, and there will be Legions watching to receive your call and to fulfill it at My Command. Since the Focus of My Activity to this earth is within the borders of the United States of America, do you think I am not strong enough to keep communism out, if you don’t want it? It would be well, if the people of this land understood that the Seven Mighty Elohim of Creation are no figment of any one’s imagination, and I happen to be One of Those Elohim.

It may yet be necessary to force some Illumination upon certain individuals before We are thru! When I say, "force Illumination" I mean compel them to witness certain Activities of the Law and the Sacred Fire which will educate them for Eternity.

You who call to Us in Love and Devotion, can have everything in your worlds amplified and qualified with all that is in Our Octave of Life. All the Freedom that Saint Germain offers to you, all the Freedom for which you call, can be amplified and protected by My Power—not that Saint Germain has not Power enough to protect it, because He has; so has your "I AM Presence," but the Seven Mighty Elohim do represent the Builders to this System of Worlds! Therefore, It is Our Responsibility and Our Channel of Service to Life, to add Our Life Stream's Light and Our Power of the Fire Element, to pro-
tect and to forever expand every Constructive Quality that comes forth into use on this earth.

In the Great Hierarchy of Cosmic Beings and Ascended Masters who govern this System of Worlds, there is not one thing that does not co-operate with everything else. There is not one Being who does not have the Loving Gift, the Powers and Co-operation from every other Being of that Hierarchy. We do not do each others work; but We assist in each one's Activity.

The Activity of cleansing the earth at the present moment, is a gigantic task. After centuries of the misuse of the energy of Life, discordant qualities have been deeply imbedded in the substance of the Structure of the earth itself. When for more than two million years, mankind en masse has been willing to play with Life's Energy as they chose, qualifying It with things that come back to destroy them, they should be willing to listen to Us at least long enough, to enable Us to raise them out of their self-created destruction; but since most of them do not believe We exist, and the few who do are afraid of Us, it is a pitiful state of affairs.

When people become afraid of God Power, they must be deeply enmeshed in the shadows; and I DO REPRESENT GOD POWER, in fact “I AM” LIMITLESS GOD POWER!—THE POWER OF GOD’S BLUE RAY! I soften that to the people of the Light with the Pink in its center; but when I deal with vicious forces, there is one quality acting and that is the Blue Ray and the Blue Lightning, which cuts like a razor and gives no quarter to destructive qualities.

While “I AM” One of the Builders and I give My Energy without limit, for the building of that which is the Fulfillment of the Divine Plan, yet “I AM” also a Protector; and the destructive forces know well enough, who “I AM” and what Power I wield!
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There is something else I wish to bring to your attention and show you how far down thru the centuries, has come some recognition of Me. The thought of Hercules as the Giant of Power, has not died in the minds of men! They have portrayed Me rather amusingly sometimes. I do not look like some of the pictures they have drawn —thank heaven; but that was their idea in those pictures —not My Appearance. I hope before too long, you may have My Likeness and I trust I will not disappoint you, or the picture will not. It represents some of My Activities with the Fire Element.

Strange, isn't it, than mankind is so afraid of the Fire, yet use It so constantly. Isn't it amazing, that the physical fire can burn the physical hand, which was never intended in the beginning! It is not the fire that burns the hand—scientists won't agree with Me, but that is all right—it is the discord within the atomic structure that makes the fire act destructively; for I can hold My Hand in your physical flame and it does not burn Me! So don't you think there is something wrong with mankind's concept; or at least the behavior of their feelings? However, you are all rapidly purifying yourselves precious, precious people of the Light.

Go on! Only one thing makes any of the Four Elements act destructively to you and that is impurity! So keep up your purifying activities. Cleanse these bodies! Cleanse your feelings! Cleanse the atmosphere about you and wield My Power of Light without limit. You do not need to be afraid that people are going to fear you, if you use too much power! They would, if you used just human power—I mean humanly qualified energy; but when you use My Power of the Blue Flame qualified with My Love, It should be as comfortable and as soothing as a summer breeze, and yet as strengthening as steel.

It is this Balancing of Qualities that I want to convey to you tonight, how you may call to Me for My Unlim-
ited Power of the Blue Flame to charge into anything that you are doing; call My Greater Power into every Constructive Quality, and amplify It so quickly, that your manifestations come forth almost on the instant.

"I AM" offering you My Cosmic Power of Creation; to help your Constructive Qualities to fulfill your Divine Plan; to help protect all that you want to draw forth; to help expand any quality that needs strengthening in order to hold Perfect Balance. One person is calm and poised about some things and flies off the handle about others. Another person may not do either, but may be depressed. All of these qualities, if out of balance, create problems and distress. The Law of Perfection and the Law of the Manifestation of the Universe is Absolute Balance; so every Constructive Activity within you should be balanced by My Power that protects it, controls and directs it to its destination; then sustains and expands it, until the manifestation is complete.

You have voltage in electricity, which is really pressure. The gentlemen and ladies who understand something of electricity, do you know, what "I AM"? "I AM" the Cosmic Voltage of the Blue Flame to this earth, if you want to put it in electrical parlance. You might have electricity all you want at your disposal; but if you do not have any pressure to drive it where it is to be used, it still does not accomplish what you want. So it is with all your Constructive Qualities; all of your Constructive Qualities are innate within your own Life Stream. Many of them are lying quiescent and you need the Pressure and the Power of the Blue Ray to push them into outer action.

Did you ever realize how important the Blue Ray is? Do you understand that the color of blue in your electrical current is the energy of the electron? The color of blue in the sky is when the energy is reaching thru without obstruction. It is when your clouds of discordantly qualified substance, make the atmosphere heavy as they come
across your vision or the atmosphere of your city, that the Light and the energy which generally radiates to you from the upper atmosphere, is temporarily shut off, and you feel heavy, disturbed and under pressure.

Just so in your own daily affairs, whenever you feel a pressure of discord; whenever you feel your problems weighing heavily upon you, call for their annihilation, as you may direct thru your Decrees; and after you have made your application, then call to Me to release all the Power of the Blue Ray required, to drive those Decrees thru quickly to their manifestation and produce outer Perfection!

Each One of the Seven Mighty Elohim has a Definite Service to perform naturally to the earth, yet each One uses Unlimited Power, Unlimited Energy! Each One has all the Qualities of each Other, but One is paramount; for each One is a Special Service which that Life Stream offers. So as the Elohim of Peace said to you, that the Power of Peace is necessary in the outer; so do I say to you in every Constructive Quality that you call forth, you must have some Action of the Blue Ray within it or you don’t have any energy to make It act.

You may draw all the Power of My Ray, all the Power of the Seven Fold Blue Flame which I command, all that your Heart desires without limit. You may draw It to your hearts’ content and It can never produce anything but Perfection. You might just draw Power alone from your own “I AM Presence,” but if you did not add to that the Quality of Divine Love to soften It and the Wisdom to control it—if you drew just Power alone, you would make all Life fear you. All Life in this world—not the Ascended Masters of course, but those around you would fear you; because they would feel that Power and not knowing what it was, their first reaction is fear; but when you draw Our Power of the Blue Ray and Qualify that which you draw from your own “I AM
Presence” with Divine Love and Wisdom, then the Ascended Masters’ Feeling is charged into your own Life Stream’s Energy; and that becomes Permanent Power and Perfection which people love instead of fearing.

It is in this way by these Inner Explanations of the Law, as We take things up one after another, that We are able to reach deep within your consciousness and help you to draw forth whatever Qualities you require; to hold the Balance and by your understanding of the Law, use Our Ascended Masters’ Consciousness and Our Power, to permanently qualify your own Life Stream with Our Substance and Action of the Fire Element!

You may call directly to your “Mighty I AM Presence” for Power and ask that It be eternally sustained and ever-expanding; or that It be qualified with Love, Wisdom and Power in Perfect Balance, sustained and expanded forever; but if you do not qualify that when you draw It forth with Eternally Sustained Love, Wisdom and Power together, then something will be off balance, and you will have some reaction which will cause you distress.

Draw forth all the Power you want from your own “I AM Presence,” if It be qualified with Love and Wisdom and expand It without limit; but even back of that, you may have Our Cosmic Pressure. You may use that by the release of Our Power of the Blue Ray, to enfold and to amplify that which you draw forth from your own Life Stream.

I offer you an Idea for your acceptance or refusal as you choose; but it seems to Me it would be a very good idea, if after you have used your Purifying Decrees to purify your bodies, you ask that all Activity of Purification in your minds, your bodies, your feelings and your worlds, be amplified and Infinitely guarded by My Seven Fold Blue Flame; then you will find that Purification taking place very much more rapidly; and I think you
will be very greatly gratified by the added release and manifestations.

The same thing is true of your Beloved Saint Germain’s Mighty Violet Ray. Whenever you ask for the Violet Consuming Flame to blaze thru you, after you are thru, ask that Its Activity be sustained and continually expanded by the Cosmic Power of the Seven Fold Violet Flame or the Seven Fold Blue Flame, and thus use It in Its Full Cosmic Activity.

There are Cosmic Actions as well as individual actions of every Constructive Quality and Activity of Life of which you are aware. Therefore, the amplification of everything you draw forth, can be given you without limit; as you understand how you may call into outer action, the Cosmic Powers to amplify your own individual efforts!

In this way, beloved Ones of the Light, you render assistance to Saint Germain and the Great Ones, Who are trying to free your Nation and the planet from all selfishness and discord! You may assist Them almost without limit, and thru these Calls for Cosmic Help, make up in a large measure for those who do not understand the Law or will not call for themselves!

The Victory of the Light depends upon the amount of energy that can be called forth Constructively Qualified, to stand against that which has already been accumulated and qualified with discord. Since We in the Cosmic Activities of Life, wield Power that is incomprehensible to the individual; if you will trust Us, then your individual efforts as they are continued, become Cosmic Outpourings to the earth; to bring assistance to mankind which they cannot get along without, and most of them do not even know exists.

In this way, you may assist greatly, thru your calls, for the amplification of this Cosmic Power, to act thru individuals and outer activities which otherwise We can-
not give! We must have your calls for everything that comes forth on this earth; because you accepted the responsibility when you individualized, of being the Director of the energy and substance of this physical octave. So long as you are in physical bodies, the Cosmic Law holds you to your agreement.

You must specify what is required for the earth’s Freedom and the Law will give It to you thru Us! We can come and give you Our Radiation! We can come and speak These Words which are the Explanation of the Law; but We cannot make that call for you which you must make for yourselves. You can make the call for your fellow-men, because they are still in the same octave of vibratory action of which your atomic structure is a part, but We are not in that atomic structure. We are in the Structure of Those Octaves of Cosmic Power which have Substance of much less density, but wholly Pure and Eternally Perfect—therefore of much Greater Power!

Therefore, you can call for your fellow-men, because you are a part of the body of the mass of mankind; and in this way, release Cosmic Power for their assistance which We are glad to give; but which We cannot impose upon mankind, without the call of those who want it released. Life has made you That Authority and We must abide by It.

When it comes to the Activities of the Forces of the Elements, then We are the Cosmic Authority over the structure of the earth, because We built the earth in the first place! We were part of the Hierarchy which produced the planet and grew the plant life upon it. Since We are the Authority over that, We do not always ask your permission. We never ask your permission to do certain Cosmic Service for the planet itself; but that which has been your responsibility, must still remain your responsibility.
So, if you will understand Me tonight and ask, in calling forth thru your Decrees, for these Specific Activities of Purification, Illumination or Discrimination—whatever you are calling forth, to be amplified by Our Cosmic Power of the Blue Ray; then you will find that just as a spark in the forest, bursts into a flame and sweeps down the side of a mountain, so can Our Power going thru your Individual Light Rays, release Our Purity; and We can release the Pressure that will purify quickly, Harmoniously and Permanently!

You need two things in addition to every quality you call forth. You need Cosmic Protection of that which you bring forth and you need the Power, the Cosmic Power of Amplification and Pressure back of it, which drives it thru to INSTANTANEOUS MANIFESTATION. These Laws are in the Universe for your Blessing and your direction, but We must have your calls. You must give something of your Life which is the energy thru your calls to Us, in order to complete the electrical circuit, as it were, or the flow of the energy, in order to give Us the Stream of Energy on which We can place our Cosmic Power of Assistance; and send It back to you as the Fulfillment of your calls. In a way it is a mechanical thing from the Inner Standpoint.

I feel My Power is very necessary to the amplification of your Decrees; and since My Residence in My Retreat is in your Blessed Land, then “I AM” One of your Inhabitants. Isn’t that nice? “I AM” your neighbor! Some of you have been very near Me, but “I AM” always ready to Release My Herculean Powers. You may have all the Qualities that are in My Heart and all of the Pressure and Activity of the Flame and the Energy which is at My Command, whenever you call Me! I have never refused to give Assistance to any part of Life, but I perceive that many of you do need more of My Energy. I think some of you forget Me sometimes, and
yet you need Me so very much! Not before your “I AM Presence.” You need your “Mighty I AM Presence” first and always call to It first! It can give you all of everything in the Universe, but your Presence and I are very close friends! We do Cosmic Work together; and if “I AM” good enough to work with your “I AM” Presence” I might be nice enough to associate with you in the outer too.

You might be surprised sometimes, if you ever saw that Glorious Glorious Being—your “I AM Presence,” the Electronic Body perform Its Service at Cosmic Levels of Creation, in action with Me; to do certain things for the Expansion of the Light thruout this System of Worlds! I know your Presence quite well! I wish you knew Me better, but all I can say is, that I offer that which I know will bless you. I offer that which you need and all else rests with you.

I say to you tonight, and you may say to all in the outer world who either doubt or criticize This “I AM” Activity; ask them, if the Ascended Beings have ever asked them to do anything that was not Constructive and Honorable, True and Perfect! Ask them, if We have ever requested anybody to do anything that Jesus would not do; or any Other Ascended Master or Being of Perfection! Well, if they won’t believe the Constructive Things that are offered, then they must abide in the misery of the outer world. You must choose and then you must abide within your own choice.

“I AM” Real! “I AM” telling you the Truth! These Words this Messenger is speaking are My Words, and you can believe Them when you get ready. I offer the Divinest Gift in all Creation—Energy without limit from My Heart! I offer every Quality of Perfection energized beyond anything your intellect can believe or conceive at this time! I give It to you as a Glad Free Gift of Love, just for your call to Me; and “I AM” not giving you
anything that does not produce Perfection for you! I think that is a fair contract—a fair agreement, at least more so than most of your business transactions!

So if you care to trust Me like your “I AM Presence” does, I will be your Friend of Limitless Energy and Invincible Protection! The majority of the time, My Radiance or Flame with which I enfold you, is Pink in the center and the outer edge of Blue. “I AM” sure I have not produced any discomfort tonight! I have never been known to do that and I cannot change My Ways now! I have been acting for a long time to produce Perfection for this world!

So, if you will accept the Power I offer, the Love with which I charge that Power and the Wisdom which I charge into It to direct and control It, I trust I may give you a Blessing that will stay with you for Eternity. The longer you have It the happier you will be! This is not a conundrum either! It sounds like one, doesn’t it? I could describe it to you almost in those words: the longer you have It the happier you will be! Listen to that again—

The longer you have It, the happier you will be!
The more you need It, the sooner you will call Me!
And the More that I give you, the More you will know;

If you will keep the way clear, My Gifts I’ll bestow!

“I AM” Power and Majesty, Love all Divine!
I offer My Blessings, May the Light ever shine,
Upon all in your pathway and hold you secure;
For My Power and Love shall forever endure!
All My Strength and My Courage I offer to you,
May the Fulness of My Heart make your Heart blaze too!

And to those whom you love, may My Heart hold them safe in the Light of their “I AM Presence,” until only that Glory remains for all.
If you will call for My Seven Fold Blue Flame, to STRENGTHEN every quality within you that is Constructive and to PROTECT every quality that is Constructive, then I will be able to bless you more powerfully than ever before. Remember a Direct Flame from My Heart is anchored within the forehead of every human being on this earth, and thru That Flame I have given you from the beginning the Blessings of My Life Stream!

Now with your conscious recognition, that Flame may increase beyond all words to explain; as you turn your attention to It and give Me your call; to amplify that which you have called forth from your own “I AM Presence.” Call to It first, and then call to Me, so I may add My Cosmic Power to the Power of your own Life Stream from your Presence; to give you more quickly the Freedom you desire and the Help America now requires for her Freedom in the Light.

May you be Sons and Daughters of the Seven Fold Flame from the Heart of Hercules, and may My Strength, My Courage and My Power make you that Seven Fold Blue Flame to all others you contact; until they turn their faces to the Light and become Its Perfection. May the Power of the Love in My Blue Ray and the Wisdom within It, be at your command and serve you without limit, until I hold your hand in the Octaves of Light.

I thank you.
ELOVED of the Light! Guardians of Chicago! You, thru whom I have poured many times the Radiance from the Jade Temple, are one day to witness the Manifestations for which your hearts have called! You are to witness that which is to come forth in Chicago to bless her people; to bless America and to bless the world for Eternity. You are privileged, Beloved Ones of the Light, to be the "Cup" thru which there comes to Chicago, that which will eventually purify the earth.

When it was decided to bring forth this "I AM" Activity under the Direction of your Mighty Saint Germain, I was the One privileged to draw the Great Cosmic Radiance from the Jade Temple into and around Chicago; that there might be a Cosmic Focus of Its Vibratory Action to form the Protecting Radiance about that which Saint Germain was to give.

The Radiance from the Jade Temple has Mighty Purifying Power, as I am sure you must have been aware before this. There must come an Enfolding Radiance, when Great Manifestations of the Light and the Illumination of the minds of men, are drawn from the Great Octaves of Life's Perfection into these lower octaves of existence, in order to raise mankind's consciousness to that which will eventually set them Free.

The Purifying Radiance from the Jade Temple was drawn here by no accident I assure you! The Cosmic Action of the Great Law for many centuries has held anchored within the ground that is now your City of
Chicago, a Mighty Focus from long, long ago on Atlantis, the earliest civilization of Atlantis. During that time, the Light anchored here expanded Its Blessings to this portion of the earth, and has been sustained to a large extent throughout the centuries, which accounts for the size of your present city.

When you understand that the City of Chicago is the Permanent Atom in the Heart of the World, you must know that an Unfed Flame was anchored here originally—when mankind first began their journey on this earth. There was anchored here an Unfed Flame, which is the Balance of Love, Wisdom and Power! That was guarded thru many centuries; and since you are on a spiral higher in the Expansion of This Light in the land, then again Chicago must give forth the Blessing of her Light to cover the earth!

When this Activity of Saint Germain’s began in 1932 and We drew that Radiance here, I took up My Abode above the City, and have been pouring within the city constantly, Great Streams of the Energy and Substance which is the Radiation from the Jade Temple. The precious ones among the student body, who of their own volition chose to accept the responsibility of making the call for the Precipitated Temple of Jade that you want here, expressed your desire to Life and I heard your Hearts; for your Heart when It thinks of jade speaks in unison with Mine.

Jade is that Substance created by the Great Powers of Nature with the original command, that it would not take on any of mankind’s destructive vibratory action. By that, I mean the Radiation of discord and impurity from mankind. Hence it has been a focus thruout the centuries, for the Radiation of Great Purity to help hold the balance against the constant creation of discord thru mankind’s feelings and actions.

When great deposits of any particular substance
within the great mountain ranges of the earth, grow to a certain point, it is because of the necessity for the Radiation of some Purifying Force to be drawn into that locality, which like a great reservoir continues to pour forth Its Light, Its Blessing of Pure Energy and Its Qualities for the assistance of mankind in fulfilling the Divine Plan.

Since the Radiation from jade is of a Purifying Nature, then wherever there are great deposits of that substance, you must know it is because the landed surface needed recharging; and from that substance, there has been drawn the energy for centuries to hold the balance in America. Therefore, the Purifying Power and the Balancing Power which has been drawn into America from centuries past, has been no accident; and it is a great deal of the reason why many destructive forces have still not been able to do to America, that which destructive creation around individuals has sought to accomplish thru their depraved plans.

When the Great Beings who direct the Forces of the Elements; when the Seven Mighty Elohim of Creation; when the Mighty Beings, the Gods of the Mountains; the Mighty Lord Maha Chohan and the Beloved Virgo work together to bring forth great deposits of one particular substance, you must know that They see far in advance that which is to be the need of the nation or the locality.

It takes centuries to produce many of the minerals that grow in your mountain regions; and yet their Radiation during the time they are growing pours forth Its Blessing of energy and various qualities, to do for mankind what they cannot do for themselves. Therefore, when Beloved Saint Germain said to you, or rather stated to this Messenger, that one day there would come forth a Great Piece of Jade in America similar to the Great Jade in India, He said that from then on, America would
go forth to her Freedom and Victory. The purpose of
the drawing of that jade into this land, is to keep the
Radiation of Its Purifying Powers pouring forth into the
atmosphere; to make it impossible for human accumula-
tion to ever again build to destructive momentum.

The Jade to which Saint Germain referred that is to
come forth in America, which He said would be placed
here, will be precipitated. Just how that is to come about
We do not choose to reveal at this time, but we con-
gratulate you for the calls you have made; and ask you
to go on following the All-seeing-eye of God within your
hearts; following your calls; following your desires to
bring forth the Precipitated Temple of Jade for which
you call in America; and let there be brought forth
according to the Wisdom of the Presence at Its Own Per-
flect Time, that which is the Divine Plan Fulfilled.

Many marvelous things are to come forth in Amer-
ica! Much is planned for her beauty, and her Destiny
is Perfection; but until the mass of mankind’s discord
has been released from the earth; the mental and feeling
world purified; and mankind becomes accustomed to see-
ing their “I AM Presence” and the Ascended Masters
in the Tangible Body, these things will be held in abey-
ance, until the purification of the mass of mankind takes
place first.

The time will come in America, and We trust not
too far distant, when every human being will be as
accustomed to knowing of the “I AM Presence” and the
Ascended Masters, as they have been in the past in recog-
nizing a God that owns the Universe and directs Its
Activities.

Your Chicago is a “Cup” of Light to the Nation
and your Nation a “Cup” of Light to the world! There-
fore, that which has to come forth in America and in
Chicago, must be permanently sustained throughout the
centuries.
When I drew the Radiation for some months previous to these Dictations coming forth thru our Beloved Godfré, there were weeks of purification before the actual Activity of Dictating began. When these present Dictations began last January, there had been weeks of purification again in the release of the Radiance from the Jade Temple; which has been drawn forth into Chicago, for an Expansion of that which is to bless you for Eternity.

As we move around the Circle of Experience and rise into one spiral after another in the greater energy that is released, it is because the need of mankind grows greater. It becomes the imperative demand of the moment, and when that reaches a certain point then the Great Cosmic Law answers, with the Out-pouring from some Magnificent Manifestation; that It may draw into the physical octave and begin Its Radiation of a purifying raising Activity to bring the Freedom and the Perfection that Life demands.

May I put your minds perfectly at rest in regard to the Temples that are to come forth; and simply ask you to keep calling for the Divine Plan Fulfilled for the Perfect Temple of Jade. These Temples are to come forth in various other places of this land and then thruout the world. Each locality shall have its own Perfect Temple into which is drawn the Particular Quality and Power that is required for the Activity of Life, which is to take place there and the Expansion of the Light to help the people become Free.

The needs of all localities are not the same, because of former conditions that have some bearing on what is to come to each one. One city may need the Temple of Jade; another may need the Temple of the Violet Flame or the Unfed Flame; another may need a Temple of Healing; another to the Cosmic Light and various other Cosmic Activities; so that each provides a receptacle into which these Cosmic Beings can direct Their Cosmic
Powers, for the Blessing of what is to be brought forth in each locality.

I would deeply appreciate your calls for the Perfect Temples as this Messenger gives in the Invocation all over the world; because the day will come, when your “I AM” Temples and Sanctuaries will be Havens of such Rest, such Joy, such Purity, such Beauty thru the Music and the “I AM” Activities carried on in each Temple, that the mass of mankind will truly begin to comprehend what the word “Sanctuary” really conveys.

Your “I AM” Temples, your “I AM” Schools, your “I AM” Homes should every one be a place wherein you enter to receive the Joy and the Power of the Great Cosmic Light; the Great Cosmic Out-pourings from the Various Beings who are giving Their Assistance to the people of earth; who are raising the earth out of its degradation and destruction; and who stand always ready to answer the calls of those whose hearts are reaching to the Light.

Call for the Perfect Divine Plan for the Jade that is to come forth in America to be fulfilled thru you, the “I AM” Students of Saint Germain! Call forth the Divine Plan Fulfilled in Majestic Power and Quality, in Joy and Protection of such magnitude that the fulfilling of the Divine Plan is the Mightiest Happiness that can come to unascended beings.

May I say to you, that when a complete Temple of Jade comes forth and you sing your “I AM” Music of the Spheres within that Substance of Purity, then will you hear many things and see many things, that the Ascended Host and the Beings of Light in the next Octave, will release for your Great Joy and Almighty Power. It will not be so difficult to part the veil between the physical octave and the Ascended Masters’ Octave of Light, when you are held within a building that is entirely of Jade; but I grant you and I guarantee you that there will be experiences within that Pure Substance,
which will greatly delight you and will compel the human to become purified. When you stand within the walls of a gigantic building made of Jade, whether that Jade be precipitated or mined from the mountains, you will find a vibratory action upon your emotional bodies, which is different from anything that you have ever stood within before.

The Radiation of that substance which will not accept impurity, you should understand is a Powerful Focus of Electronic Force that has been commanded by Cosmic Beings to accept nothing human. Therefore, those who will purify themselves, purify themselves to give their adoration to their own "Mighty I AM Presence" and the Great Beings in preparation for that day, when you stand within walls of solid Jade; then will you remember throughout Eternity the sensations that will be yours, as you abide within that Substance whose Radiance is Wholly Pure. Such would be a fit receptacle or a fit place where the Unfed Flame could be focused Visible and Tangible to all.

My dear ones, there must come within the student body, a deep Inner Realization, intuitively in the feelings, of when you are in the Presence of Those Great Powers of Light, the human must be taught to be silent and obey. We could not allow those magnificent Gifts of Nature to be removed when they have taken uncountable centuries to build and bring forth for your use. We could not allow that to be removed from the earth and brought as a building into the outer world, unless those who enter understand the Sacredness of their privilege and would put aside all human chatter. The Cosmic Law will make no allowance for forgetting, when you stand surrounded by Substance whose very vibratory action compels Purification.

It is one thing to live within buildings of the substance which is vibrating at the general condition of the
outer world; but that which has been held purified within
the mountains for many centuries, contains an entirely
different vibratory action; and when your bodies stand
within that, they will either be silent or else not enter.
There should be no comment of any kind made within
a building of that sort, except the deep worship of that
which is Wholly Divine.

The music which could be played thru a building of
that sort, could be charged with Healing Powers, that
would come forth to bless the whole world; and my dear
ones, there could come forth and there shall come forth,
if the calls are continued, the Release of Healing Power
thru those under This Radiation, which shall eventually
release all Life on this planet from disease. All mankind
shall be cleansed of that thing.

Therefore, when these Gigantic Manifestations that
Nature has provided thru natural channels; or that the
Great Ones might choose to bring forth thru precipita-
tion; when the Great Cosmic Law sees that the time has
arrived for their release into the outer world, It will be
when the obedience of the individual’s feeling world has
been attained, and the human habits have been dissolved
by Adoration to the Light!

Do you know one of the easiest ways to conquer just
useless human habits that are a waste of energy? One of
the easiest ways to rid yourselves of those habits, is to
remember that the Presence is giving you Its Life, which
you call energy; and to suddenly remember from whence
come your gifts and send your Love and Gratitude there,
instead of allowing the habits to continue, will eventually
make you strong enough to be entrusted with these Cos-
mic Powers which ought to be in the outer manifestation
now.

Your Beloved God Tabor told you, that there were
many manifestations within the mountain ranges, which
human eyes had never beheld. I corroborate that State-
ment. There are formations in the earth of magnificent substance, so exquisite you would almost gasp for breath, the Beauty is so great. The Handiwork of the Beings of Nature has been so Perfect, that you are speechless with worship of that which could grow under your feet sometimes, and you never know anything about it.

Were you to see the Magnificent Beauty within Pelleur's Domain and then compare that with what is on the surface of the earth, your hearts would only want to go on purifying your bodies, your mental and feeling world and call for more Light, until that Beauty which Life can give, floods forth around you everywhere.

One of the services which the Jade Temple renders to the earth is connected with Healing, because of the purifying Radiance. It is also connected with Mighty Cyclopea's Power of Precipitation. Because of the color of the Ray under which We work, under which We are active, We have much to do with the Lord Maha Chohan's Gifts thru the Powers of Nature. Naturally there is much concerned with Precipitation in the Powers of Nature.

The Jade Temple would have many gifts to give and Its Powers are quite diversified; but remember, unless Nature's Gifts are loved, appreciated, protected and used to fulfill the Divine Plan, then to ruthlessly remove them from their natural location of growth, cannot bring anything but disaster. May I make the request that those who expect to have anything to do with a Jade Temple —either precipitated or built of Jade from the outer world, make continuous effort for Greater Purification of the atomic structure of the body; Greater Purification of the mental and feeling world; and intense devotion to the Fulfillment of the Divine Plan and use of that material, which has taken Nature thousands and thousands of years to grow.

Mankind has thru mining activities been so ruthless.
They have thought they had the right to go in and tear a mountain to pieces; and dig for something that would give them wealth and power over their fellow-men; and then go forth and create debauch with it, just because of selfishness and ignorance. When you tear the heart of a mountain to pieces, you have torn to shreds the handiwork of the Lord the Maha Chohan; and unless that is given back to Life and raised into a higher avenue of Service, to the Light, it brings disaster again, again and again.

The mountains, my dear ones, are living Beings. You cannot tear that substance apart and throw it away as you please, or create discord with it; and not one day have to repay for your damage to Life. These things are sacred to the Heart of Life and We are their Guardians.

Why do you suppose it was necessary for Me to draw the Radiance of the Jade Temple before Saint Germain began those Dictations? Because of the selfishness and the pressure of mankind's discord in the outer world. Then what think you should you draw forth in conscious preparation for a Jade Temple! Do you not think you need months of preparation in your Decrees and then your heart's Love make Great Preparation in calling for the Perfection of the Divine Plan Fulfilled? Call for the Wisdom to know at every step of the way the right thing to do! Call for the Cosmic Protection of that Manifestation of the Divine Plan Fulfilled! Know that there comes to your assistance the Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings who will help you build that Mighty Perfection which shall last for Eternity.

If a building were made of Jade in the outer world and dedicated to healing; and then your "I AM" Miracle Music of the Spheres played thru that building for years or centuries, it would be a very easy matter to transmute that substance into Our Imperishable Substance which would be Self-luminous. It would last thruout the cen-
turies and give to the rest of Life, the Great Light, Blessings and the Healing Powers which you had drawn there thru your music!

Do you think it would be any trouble to heal human bodies, were a Precipitated Temple of Jade to be produced on the earth? That Substance so Pure and so Powerful in Its Radiation, could easily hold a Healing Flame from your "I AM" Music of the Spheres and send It forth thru any one's mind and body and compel Perfection! The same thing is true of gold, and if mankind's unbridled selfishness were only removed, my dear ones, there could be buildings of solid gold whose Purifying Radiance was so great, that those who entered would absorb that Purity and be Its Out-pouring to others.

There is so much within Life. There is so much Life wants you to have. There is so much you can have, when Purity is maintained and self-control attained and held sustained. Just because you desire to do certain things, my beloved ones, does not necessarily mean that the Divine Law is going to help you fulfill your desires in the New Cycle; unless they fulfill the Divine Plan of that Law's Expression.

When you realize what could be done thru a Jade Temple, within which were Magnificent Musical Instruments and thru which your "I AM" Melodies could be played—my dear ones, you could purify a city in a short time. That Force could be directed anywhere and commanded to be held in sustained action, until Perfection came forth, and the Great Ones could charge It with Cosmic Power and Action. Therefore, it would be well, if the students of Chicago would make that call for the Perfect Temple of Jade that is to come forth here, according to the Divine Plan, manifest into outer action as soon as possible.

When everything you draw forth is dedicated to some Magnificent Service to Life and your Love, Devotion,
Wisdom and Power are held in Perfect Control, there is not one thing Life will deny you, not one. While some of you might become aware of those greater improvements and places that are to come forth in America, you might be aware of that perhaps years ahead of time, yet forever keep calling for the Divine Plan fulfilled. Gather your Momentum and call forth your Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Love’s Perfection and Protection, consciously calling that into the outer in the use of the Great Creative Word “I AM”—and you might hasten greatly the Action of the Cosmic Law to bring its release. A Dispensation might easily be given to permit Its Release sooner than it otherwise would.

Tonight, as I pour My Radiance into your mental and feeling world for Greater Purification; Greater Healing and Greater Release of the wealth and opulence that We want you to have, My Radiance goes forth to cover the city! As Angel Deva from the Jade Temple of which there are Others beside Myself, We have certain Authority over this locality! We have certain Powers that can be called forth and established in Permanent Action for the Blessing of this city and the Nation.

If these Great Temples of Our Special Cosmic Activities, which are Real and do exist within the Electronic Belt around the Physical Sun, within all that is above the earth, were acknowledged; the Out-pouring released from Them thru your conscious calls; and their Help drawn to the earth, just in daily rhythmic action, like you would anything else you had been calling forth, just for the Cosmic Blessing of the earth, you would have the Victory of the Light manifesting everywhere. Ask that a Permanent Establishment of Their Flames and Out-pouring of Substance, be brought into any special locality or activity you desire; and you will see immediately the Greater Action of Perfection and Their Particular Qual-
ities begin to flow forth thru all activities where you asked that to be made permanent.

The same thing is true of the Etheric Cities, my dear ones. Remember, there are fourteen Etheric Cities in the physical atmosphere of your earth, not so far above the surface of your land; more than seven thousand feet surely, because They are above human creation or the majority of it. I do not say there is not some human creation above the seven thousand foot level, because there is; but the mass of it is below that level and These Etheric Cities and Temples of Light abide in the Upper Atmosphere; and pour Their Radiation to the earth, to help hold the Balance of the Great Currents of Energy which are surging forward thru the thoughts and feelings of the people and from the structure of the earth itself!

Jade has a Quality, at least Precipitated Jade does, which would compel mankind to see what was in their own mental and feeling world! That is why you had all better work very persistently with your Violet Consuming Flame, so that when a Manifestation of that kind comes forth, you can stand before it unafraid, and see that which is the Purity of Life in yourselves.

When that Precipitated Piece of Jade comes forth, whether It be in the Temple or otherwise, It will have that Quality for a very definite reason; because It will compel mankind to stop their deceit, for they will be able to fool no one when that Substance comes into the outer. They would have but to stand in front of It to see their own thoughts and feelings. It has a peculiar Radiation into the atmosphere. I am speaking of the Precipitated Jade, not that which grows in the mountains, but that which grows within the mountains is of a very Great Purity; therefore, it is moving forward to the same vibratory action, ultimately, that would be within the Precipitated Jade. When the structure of the earth becomes pure enough, then those Qualities would be similar.
Therefore, call for your Perfect Jade Temples, and if you choose to say: "the Precipitated Temple of Jade in Chicago for which we call,"—I believe that has been in your Decrees for a year or two at least, I cannot say no to you! If you choose to go on with that, Life cannot say no to you! You are specifying to Life what you want brought into the outer! Life has always fulfilled your calls before, why would Life refuse you now? If you have asked Life for a great deal of energy for something constructive, Life has always given It to you. If later on you requalified that Energy with discord, after Life gave It to you for a constructive purpose, you are responsible for those results, not your "Mighty I AM Presence."

I want you to understand the responsibility that comes in drawing forth these Greater Manifestations for the Greater Blessing of Life. I want you to comprehend what your opportunities are and be worthy of the Cosmic Action of the Law in Its Quick Fulfillment of your calls. That is why I came tonight, to give the Explanation of what will be required and what your opportunities are; so as you go on with your desires to bring forth these Manifestations, you will know what else should come into manifestation with them.

Oh, Life will not withhold one thing from you, precious ones. Why do you suppose there is a Great Temple of Jade in the Electronic Belt around the Physical Sun? Why do you suppose there is the Power of Precipitation in the Universe? Why do you suppose Nature grows Jade in the mountains, if it has not come forth for the Fulfillment of the Divine Plan and to give mankind a chance to expand Its Blessings to the Universe?

So long as you are willing to use anything and everything for which you call for the Expansion of This Light and the Blessing of all Life with Purity, Perfection and the Ascension, there is not a thing your hearts desire, that cannot be granted you for outer use, provided you
fulfill the requirements of the Law. However, I remind you again tonight, of just what might be the curiosity of the general public if suddenly, over night, a Precipitated Temple of Jade were brought forth. What do you think the people in the locality would do? Rush to get inside and see what was there; and if they had a lot of human creation, they would find out very quickly to the tragic point, that most of them would be scared and attach some destructive quality to the Temple, when It had none!

We know those things! We see them ahead and therefore, it is necessary to prepare the people and get them accustomed to the acceptance of the “I AM Presence” and the Ascended Masters. Then, when the Manifestations come they will respect Them and give the greater acceptance and co-operation which will enable Their Greatest Blessing to come forth for all.

I appreciate deeply your Purifying Decrees and especially for the City of Chicago! It will make many things possible that otherwise would not have been able to be brought forth for many years hence. Just keep them up, my dear ones, for every one of your Decrees for the purifying of your city or yourselves, stand vibrantly active with the Flame surging, surging thru, until that is attained.

In this which concerns the Jade Temple of Chicago and perhaps other places, I wish you would ask your “I AM Presence,” the Ascended Ones and your Beloved Cyclopea, to illumine this completely to you; and to show you the Inner Requirements in yourselves and concerning such a Manifestation that you might draw forth the Powers of Protection; and with Full Conscious Understanding of the Action of the Law co-operate with It, so all this might come to pass as soon as possible.

These Manifestations are needed in the physical octave, in order to more quickly raise the vibratory action
to Greater Purity! The Manifestation of a Jade Temple would do a great deal, but I warn you now, don’t for one moment when these Temples come forth, expect Them to be show places to the mass of mankind. Please remember that before you start! Even though They be Jade from the mountains, if some such Magnificent Edifice is permitted to be brought forth, don’t expect to take the mass of mankind in there just to show it off, for that will not be allowed!

If that comes forth, because you have fulfilled the Requirements of the Law, it will be a “Sacred Cup” into which the Power of Light and Its Illumination is drawn for the Blessing of the mass of mankind! Those who enter, will either enter in reverence and silence or they will not enter; because the Law of the Four Elements, the Law of the New Cycle does not permit that material drawn forth from the ground, which is Wholly Pure, to be used in the outer just to gratify either curiosity, pride or selfishness.

This would become a Sacred Duty, Divine Prerogative and a Mighty Service to Life. Its Purity, Harmony, Obedience and Selflessness are the Primary Requirements before It could come into outer form. When those conditions are complied with and the Magnificent Musical Instruments played there—producing Marvelous Harmonies within those walls—the Ascended Ones would come and do many things for the Blessing of all mankind; but They could not and would not do that, if such an edifice was just to be shown off to the mass of the people.

I am telling you these things because, if they are not removed from your feeling world now, they would be an obstruction to the Fulfillment of the Divine Plan.

Jade is very Pure Substance. If you were to build a Temple of marble or something else, it would be a wholly different matter, but not so with Jade. I am privileged to be the Protector of that Substance within the earth,
because of My Service in the Jade Temple. Therefore, I must protect It and see that It is used in Reverent Purity, for the Fulfillment of only that which the Divine Plan permits!

There are Great Cosmic Beings, my beloved ones, who guard the handiwork of Nature. They have let mankind many times have some of those things and most of the time, those Divine Things have been ruthlessly used for frightful purposes, but that cannot be in the New Cycle. The Divine Law is about to be fulfilled in outer manifestation, in a way that compels all things to be used for what God intended them; and when the selfishness is dissolved in the outer human activities, of which I am speaking; when those human qualities are removed from the individual’s feeling world; and the motive is to make that a Great Sacred Cup into which, because of Its Purity, the Unfed Flame could descend and abide visible and tangible to those who enter, then that becomes a Sacred Obligation; one of devotion and the Sanctity of the Heart must be the Governing Authority.

All human qualities must one day die around every individual’s Life Stream. All things must become a Divine Activity! Rather all in your outer daily Life must become ceremonies of Perfection and Adoration, Beauty and Balance. Then your joy will be Supreme and Eternal. However, watch your motives and remember, when a thing so gigantic as that comes forth, the Great Cosmic Beings stand on guard and It belongs to Them, not individuals! Individuals who think they own this or that piece of property did not create this Planet. They did not grow what grows within the mountains. Great Beings direct the Forces of the Elements, the Mighty Maha Chohan, the Mighty Virgo are the Beings who have designed and grown this Substance within the mountain ranges. Then, do you not think, They should
be consulted in the use of that for which They have given Their Lives for so many centuries?

That Substance is condensed Life and It is a Gift from Those Divine Beings who have governed Nature's Activities in those channels. Do you not think They should be consulted as to the Divine Plan in the use of that which They have worked so long to bring forth? If the Mighty Cyclopea were to precipitate a Great Piece of Jade, so that Its Pure Radiance in America would hold Absolute Balance thru the centuries, do you not think He should be consulted, about where It is or what is done in and around It? I guarantee, you had better consult Him, for He will be the Whole Authority!

The same is true of the wealth in the mountains. If mankind were wise enough to consult the Beings who grow those Gifts, the Great Beings who direct the Forces of the Elements, and ask for Their Wisdom and Illumination, as to what is the best way to fulfill the Divine Plan in the use of that which has been given, then beauties and marvels unbelievable would come forth, and the Divine Plan would manifest everywhere; but it never seems to dawn on unascended beings' minds, that someone else might be the Authority over that which Nature provided!

Mankind is so prone to say: "well this is mine," and they never did a thing to produce it, and have never given any of their Life Energy to sustain it. Just because they stake out claims does not mean that it belongs to them under the Law of Life, not at all! The Beings who gave Their Lives to build It have something to say about Its use and the Divine Plan should be fulfilled with It! It is because They have had something to do about some of the things that grew in the mountains, that many of mankind's selfish schemes have failed, and failed, and failed; again, again and again, because selfishness blinds the reason!
So these things which are the Great Divine Trusts of Life to those who may be their Custodians, should always be taken deep into the Heart of God; deep into the Heart of the "Mighty I AM Presence," and to the Ascended Masters who govern these activities. They should be consulted as to what is the Divine Purpose of their existence, and how you can fulfill the Divine Plan of their use! Just because you want to do something with Their Gifts does not prove necessarily, that It is the Divine Plan for which that thing grew.

The Mighty God Tabor has a very beautiful Retreat upon which no human eyes have ever gazed and that has been the Activity of the Powers of Nature for centuries. Do you not think He is the Authority over It? None else have found It! It looks as if He were! So it is with many other things. It takes centuries to develop them, and it would be courteous at least, to ask the Beings who produced them what is the Divine Plan of their use; and how thru your Love you can co-operate and each be a part of the Fulfillment of that Divine Plan! Ask for Its Illumination every step of the way! Then, you will find co-operation and Assistance from channels of which you do not dream.

That is what I would do were something brought to My Attention which was very lovely or unusual. I would ask the Great Beings who grew that in the earth, to show me the purpose for which it was grown; what I could do to help fulfill the Divine Plan; and could I be a part of the Blessing of all that was yet to come forth in its use and to help produce Perfection. Then, Those Beings understanding the motive, would move into your outer use many things; and the ideas for their right use would bring very Great Joy in the Fulfillment of the Divine Plan.

That is the happiness We want all to have; that is the consideration We want to develop among the "I
AM” Student Body for the Forces of the Elements; the Great Beings and Powers of Nature, who after all are quite an Authority on this earth. If you do not believe it, let Them choose to release any quantity of what They direct—weather, for instance—at any particular time, until They get thru. They are quite the Authority over you, unless you understand this call, and hold the Harmony and give the obedience required under Their Direction. Life has made Them the Authority and They will exercise it, unless you co-operate with your “I AM Presence” and the Ascended Ones. That means to put all selfishness aside!

Tonight, since My Radiance has been covering the city with Greater Intensity over the last two or three weeks for the Blessing of your city and the Nation, I want to explain Its Action to you who have entered into a spiral higher in the Expansion of This Light! May I be a part of that to help guard It and bring forth These Manifestations for Greater Service of Life; to release the Cosmic Healing Powers that will more rapidly set mankind Free; and thru these Mighty Activities consume that which cannot be allowed to remain on this Planet in the future!

Just remember that the Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings, the Angels and Angel Devas, the Archangels, the Cherubim and Seraphim are Mighty Real Beings; and that which abides in the Upper Atmosphere of earth is three times Greater than that which you see in your physical octave! So remember, the Upper Atmosphere of earth is peopled with Divine Beings of Cosmic Authority and Power, with whom you can either co-operate or the reverse. We live but to pour you Our Blessings, but We must guard that over which Life has made Us the Custodians and the Authority.

May I say to you, precious ones, go on like dynamite, and give your Decrees for the Perfect “I AM” Ascended
Master Temples of Light, Music and whatever you want; and keep calling to the Cosmic Beings and the Ascended Masters to give you everything required to bring them forth; and one after another will come forth in Magnificent Beauty and Perfection beyond words to describe; and then hold each one Sacred, as a "Cup" into which the Powers and Manifestations of the Ascended Masters' Octave, can be lowered into this physical world, for your use while you are yet unascended; and to perfect the world around you until all is purified; set into Divine Order; and raised into the Ascended Masters' Octave of Perfection.

I have a Very Beautiful Mantle of Light Substance—Very Beautiful, which I trust I can confer upon all of you one day; for It releases the Power of Precipitation which makes you Free from the Limitations of this world forever! Go on with your calls! Go on with your acceptance! Go on with your Purification! Keep the Harmony! Hold your attention unto the Heights, and not one good thing will be denied you.

There are Legions of Angels from the Jade Temple of Light, Who could come to your assistance and help you beyond measure; to beautify your city; to draw the Healing Power; to build These Temples; to help you fulfill the Divine Plan on every hand; and release These Greater Powers which are within Life; which are at your command, when you fulfill the Requirements of the Cosmic Law and arise into Its Greater Action for the Freedom of your fellow-man; or for the Perfection of your Nation and the Expansion of Saint Germain's "I AM" Activities all over the world forever!

I shall abide over Chicago, until the Temple of Jade comes forth precipitated or otherwise—wherein We may give all that We have to offer. Then the Hearts of the people will be at rest forever! The human creation can be dissolved and therefore no longer allowed to inter-
fere. When I know the Beauty that could come into this city in a few years, "I AM" so grateful for your Love and your existence here! "I AM" so grateful for your calls, your application and your efforts to purify yourselves and the city.

I therefore offer you My Co-operation in anything you choose to do, in the way of bringing forth these "I AM" Temples, provided what you want is the Fulfillment of the Divine Plan, for the Constructive Use of all is the Greatest Blessing to all Life here, now and forever. Call for My Precipitating Love to reveal to you something of the Powers that I wield and would love to confer upon you.

Saint Germain must have loved Me, when He accepted My Radiation and Atmosphere focused for that which He gave; and since He and I and many of the Others are definitely concerned with the future of Chicago, I shall be at your call thru the Flame of Love in your hearts and your desire to serve all.

So may the Radiance from the Jade Temple of Light increase tonight over this city; enfold you in Its Dazzling Presence; draw Its Substance around you like a Great Magnet of Attraction; and bring to you your heart's desire in the Fulfillment of the Divine Plan; for the beautifying of your city unto that Service of Life which will bless for Eternity all that is on this earth and all that is to come here in the future.

As Angel Deva of the Jade Temple, I shall await your call of Love to fulfill your Heart's Desire with My Power from above! May you feel that tonight with such Joy and such Protection, as shall lift you into the Victory of your accomplishment, to the Glory of your Saint Germain and the Freedom of Life forever!

I love you and shall pour to you the Radiance from that Temple where I serve in the Great Love of Light, forever!

I thank you!
MOST RECENT AND UNPUBLISHED “I AM” DECREES

1. OH, GOD HAVE MERCY (3) ON US, ALL UNDER THIS RADIATION AND ALL MANKIND!

RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME,
for
“I AM” (3) BY GOD “I AM”
The Cosmic Law of Forgiveness and Consuming Flame of all inharmonious action and human consciousness; and
“I AM” (3) BY GOD “I AM”
The Cosmic Annihilation of all mistakes and all obstruction we have ever placed in the pathway of Life’s Perfection—past or present, known or unknown; cause, effect, record and memory before it can act, approach or encroach upon Life longer; for
“I AM” (3) BY GOD “I AM”
The Electrifying Cosmic “I AM Presence” of Cosmic Oceans of Saint Germain’s Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Love and Freedom; the Silent Watcher’s Cosmic Flame of the Cosmic Silence; the Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Peace from the Heart of the Mighty Elohim of Peace; Mighty Victory’s Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Victory; Mighty Hercules’ Cosmic Protection of the Seven Fold Blue Flame and the Wall of Blue Flame of a Thousand Suns; Beloved Daddy’s Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Obedience; the Cosmic Divine Plan fulfilled; the Beloved Archangel Michael’s Cosmic Sword of Blue Flame of a Thousand Suns, and the Limitless Invincible Cosmic Legions of the Angels of Blue Lightning, standing on guard—commanding and compelling—SILENCE,
PEACE, PURITY AND OBEDIENCE to the “I AM”; and replacing all human creation by Cosmic Oceans of Their Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Love’s Protection, Perfection, Mercy, Peace and Healing, Victory and Freedom, and Over-whelming Wealth, Opulence and Supply of every good thing; all of Light’s Protection; the Substance of the Cosmic Light of a Thousand Suns and the Cosmic Unfed Flame of the Seven Kumaras, standing on guard, and Reigning Supreme Now with Full Power, sustained and expanded by the Sacred Fire without limit; today and forever in One Mighty Stroke right now, and manifest NOW! (3)

OH, “Mighty I AM”! (3)

etc. (Blue Ray Form)

* * * *

2. OH, GOD HAVE MERCY! (3) ON US, ALL UNDER THIS RADIATION AND ALL MANKIND!

RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME, for “I AM” (3) BY GOD “I AM”

The Cosmic Annihilation of all limitations, problems, struggles, human desires, habits and feeling; cause, effect, record and memory—in, thru, around or driven against all Saint Germain’s “I AM” Activities, Our Beloved Don; all the Younger Generation; all the Incoming Children; all in the National Defense; all our beloved Attorneys and Accountants; the Three Americas; Ourselves and all under This Radiation; especially those cases and stop orders on the mails; all legislation, courts of law and legal procedure of Our Land, and “I AM” (3) BY GOD “I AM”

The Electrifying Cosmic “I AM Presence” (Same ending as No. 1).
3. OH, GOD HAVE MERCY (3) ON US, ALL UNDER THIS RADIATION AND ALL MANKIND!

RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME, for

“I AM” (3) BY GOD “I AM”

The Cosmic Annihilation of every destructive record that was ever made on this planet by the black magicians; especially within the Three Americas and the ground itself; cause, effect, record and memory before it can act, approach or encroach upon Life longer; for

“I AM” (3) BY GOD “I AM”

The Electrifying Cosmic “I AM Presence” of Cosmic Oceans of the Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Purity and Peace; the Substance of the Cosmic Light of a Thousand Suns and the Cosmic Unfed Flame of the Seven Mighty Kumaras; replacing all that is human with the Full Power of the Great Central Sun; sustained and expanded by the Sacred Fire without limit, today and forever, in One Mighty Stroke right now, and Manifest Now! (3)

OH, “Mighty I AM”! (3)

etc.

* * * *

4. OH, GOD HAVE MERCY! (3) ON US, ALL UNDER THIS RADIATION AND ALL MANKIND!

RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME, for

“I AM” (3) BY GOD “I AM”

The Cosmic Electrifying “I AM Presence” and Cosmic Oceans of Hercules’ Cosmic Protection of the Seven Fold Blue Flame and the Wall of Blue Flame of a Thousand Suns; and the Cosmic Cross of Blue Flame from the Gods of the Mountains, reigning
supreme NOW with full power; in, thru and around all in public office, or in positions of trust and authority in Our Land, who are standing for America's Freedom and Victory of the Light; sustained and expanded by the Sacred Fire without limit; today and forever in One Mighty Stroke right now, and MANIFEST NOW! (3)

OH, "Mighty I AM"! (3)

etc.

* * * *

5. OH, GOD HAVE MERCY! (3) ON US, ALL UNDER THIS RADIATION AND ALL MANKIND!

RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME, for

"I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM"

The Cosmic Electrifying "I AM Presence" and Cosmic Oceans of Cosmic Perfection of the Ascended Masters' Divine Plan Fulfilled for America, her people and her resources; in the most Heavenly Joy and Cosmic Power of the Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Love, Protection, Perfection, Mercy, Peace and Healing, Victory and Freedom; sustained and expanded by the Sacred Fire without limit; today and forever, in One Mighty Stroke right now, and MANIFEST NOW! (3)

"Oh, Mighty I AM"! (3)

etc.

* * * *

6. OH, GOD HAVE MERCY (3) ON US, ALL MANKIND AND ESPECIALLY ALL THE CHILDREN IN THE "I AM" SCHOOLS, for

"I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM"

The Electrifying Cosmic "I AM Presence" that now drives and binds all vaccination, innoculation and all serums, back into the brains and bodies of
their creators and claws, and COMPELS (3) Divine Judgment to descend and take its toll this instant; and ANNIHILATES (3) it all, cause, effect, record and memory before it can act, approach or encroach upon Life longer; and replacing all that viciousness by Saint Germain's Cosmic Purity, Freedom and Victory of the Light Reigning Supreme NOW with Full Power, sustained and expanded by the Sacred Fire without limit; today and forever in One Mighty Stroke right NOW, and MANIFEST NOW! (3)

OH, "Mighty I AM"! (3)

etc.

* * * *

7. OH, GOD HAVE MERCY! (3) ON US, ALL UNDER THIS RADIATION AND ALL MANKIND!

RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME, for

"I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM"

The Electrifying Cosmic "I AM Presence," the Beloved Goddess of Light, the Beloved Queen of Light, the Limitless Invincible Cosmic Legions of Light and the Cosmic Light-Substance of a Thousand Suns closing in upon all military camps and activities and compelling the Annihilation of all substance in, thru and around them that is not as Pure and Free as Saint Germain's Own Heart; sustained and expanded by the Sacred Fire without limit; today and forever in One Mighty Stroke right now, and MANIFEST NOW! (3)

OH, "Mighty I AM"! (3)

etc.
8. OH, GOD HAVE MERCY! (3) ON US, ALL UNDER THIS RADIATION AND ALL MANKIND!

RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME, for

"I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM"

Cosmic Oceans of Instantaneous Cosmic Miraculous Healing Flame from Mighty Helios and the Elohim of Peace; and Sanat Kumara's Cross of White Fire and Star of Gold; Reigning Supreme NOW with Full Power in, thru and around.............................; sustained and expanded by the Sacred Fire without limit; today and forever in One Mighty Stroke right now, and MANIFEST NOW! (3)

OH, "Mighty I AM"! (3)

etc.

* * * *

9. OH, GOD HAVE MERCY! (3) ON US, ALL UNDER THIS RADIATION AND ALL MANKIND! and

LIGHT, LIGHT, LIGHT — our minds
LIGHT, LIGHT, LIGHT — our bodies
LIGHT, LIGHT, LIGHT — our feelings
LIGHT, LIGHT, LIGHT — our eyes
LIGHT, LIGHT, LIGHT — our ears
LIGHT, LIGHT, LIGHT — our throats
LIGHT, LIGHT, LIGHT — our atmosphere
LIGHT, LIGHT, LIGHT — our worlds
LIGHT, LIGHT, LIGHT — our food
LIGHT, LIGHT, LIGHT — our ways
LIGHT, LIGHT, LIGHT — our words
LIGHT, LIGHT, LIGHT — our homes
LIGHT, LIGHT, LIGHT — our business
LIGHT, LIGHT, LIGHT — our land
LIGHT, LIGHT, LIGHT — our government
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LIGHT, LIGHT, LIGHT — this city and entire locality
LIGHT, LIGHT, LIGHT — all the forces of the elements
LIGHT, LIGHT, LIGHT — all military activities
LIGHT, LIGHT, LIGHT — all we hold near and dear
LIGHT, LIGHT, LIGHT — all legislation, courts of law and legal procedure of Our Land; especially all those cases, stop orders on the mails and all in the coming election; standing forever on guard and Reigning Supreme now with Full Power; sustained and expanded by the Sacred Fire without limit; today and forever in One Mighty Stroke right NOW, and MANIFEST NOW! (3)

OH, “Mighty I AM”! (3)

etc.

10. OH, GOD HAVE MERCY! (3) ON US, ALL UNDER THIS RADIATION AND ALL MAN- KIND; ESPECIALLY ALL INCOMING CHILDREN!

RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME!

for “I AM” (3) BY GOD “I AM”

The Cosmic Annihilation of all hypnotic control and suggestion, all destructive etheric records in, thru and around or driven against the Life Streams of all Incoming Children and all viciousness imposed upon them thru war; and replacing all that human creation with Ascended Masters’ Full Illumination, Obedience, Freedom and Victory in the Light; sustained and expanded by the Sacred Fire without limit; today and forever in One Mighty Stroke right NOW, and MANIFEST NOW! (3)

OH, “Mighty I AM”! (3)

etc.
11. IN THE NAME, LOVE, WISDOM, POWER AND AUTHORITY OF MY "MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE" AND ALL GREAT BEINGS, POWERS AND LEGIONS OF LIGHT, WHICH "I AM" WITHOUT LIMIT;

We say to all who have wrong intent toward........

NO! NO! NO!
STOP! STOP! STOP!
Repeat 1 after each line
You have no power! (3)
Oh, "Mighty I AM"! (3)
By God's Own Hand! (3)
By God's Blue Ray! (3)
You're finished today! (3)
You're finished to stay! (3)
God forever hold sway! (3)
"I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM" the Only Presence acting!

Fill in space with the following:

All Saint Germain's "I AM" Activities; our Beloved Don; All the Younger Generation; all the Incoming Children; all in the National Defense;
The Three Americas, their people and their resources;
The Constitution of the United States of America and the Constitutional Form of Government;
All Saint Germain's "I AM" Temples, Reading Rooms, Sanctuaries, Study Groups and Schools throughout America and the world;
Any person, place, condition or thing.
12. OH, GOD HAVE MERCY! (3) ON US, ALL UNDER THIS RADIATION AND ALL MANKIND!

RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME;

for
“I AM” (3) BY GOD “I AM”

The Cosmic Power, Authority, Illumination and Cosmic Oceans of Mighty Victory’s Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Love, Forgiveness and Victory; Sanat Kumara’s Cosmic Love, Patience and Unfed Flame of a Thousand Suns; Beloved Venus’ Cosmic Love, Eternal Youth and Beauty; Mighty Helios’ Cosmic Love, Healing Flame and White Fire Body; reigning Supreme NOW with Full Power, in, thru and around .................................; sustained and expanded by the Sacred Fire without limit; today and forever in One Mighty Stroke right now, and MANIFEST NOW! (3)

OH, “Mighty I AM”! (3)

etc.

13. OH, GOD HAVE MERCY! (3) ON US, ALL UNDER THIS RADIATION AND ALL MANKIND!

RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME;

for
“I AM” (3) BY GOD “I AM”

The Perfect Ascended Master “I AM” Music Temples and Musical Instruments for which we call; and ten times more of every good thing than we can ever require for their Perfect Upkeep, tax free, as a Glad Free Gift of Love; Reigning Supreme NOW with Full Power; sustained and expanded by the Sacred Fire without limit; today and forever in One Mighty Stroke right NOW, and MANIFEST NOW! (3)

OH, “Mighty I AM”! (3)

etc.
14. OH, GOD HAVE MERCY! (3) ON US, ALL UNDER THIS RADIATION AND ALL MANKIND!

RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME;

for

"I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM"

Limitless Invincible Cosmic Legions of the Angelic Host standing forever on guard and Reigning Supreme in Full Power in, thru and around.....................; sustained and expanded by the Sacred Fire without limit; today and forever, in One Mighty Stroke right NOW, and MANIFEST NOW! (3)

OH, "Mighty I AM"! (3)

etc.

* * * *

GEMS OF LIGHT

SAINT GERMAIN

If you begin to revolve and discuss a discordant condition too much, your very attention feeds your Life into that to stimulate it longer. That is how all conditions you discuss too much, will begin to feed your Life Stream into them, thru your attention, giving them more power. Watch out, dear ones, that you do not do it.

Call the Presence into anything discordant and simply feel the Focus of Light going into it. You see the Presence governing that, knows where to direct it. Leave it to the Presence to direct it and feel a definite Focus of Light going into it; and you will dissolve quickly the whole condition which might be generating a thing. You will find greater expansion of Light to the individual or even into the condition.
THE SEVEN SACRED WEEKS

It is our great joy and privilege to enter into the Great Out-pouring and Blessing of the Seven Sacred Weeks again this year.

It begins November 30th, Thanksgiving Day, and ends January 17th, but we will continue our adoration poured out during that time until January 20th, 1945.

During this Cosmic Out-pouring, Our Beloved Master Jesus, His Mother Mary and the Beloved Elohim of Peace will send forth Their Combined Cosmic Rays and Great Cosmic Flame of Their Love and Peace to cover the earth; to intensify all Powers and Activities of Light on the earth, for the coming year (1945) to bring Peace and Light as soon as possible.

Let us all pour to Them our Mightiest Love, Gratitude and Devotion in the name of all mankind, for all These Great Ones have done for all throughout the centuries. Let us call forth Their Great Cosmic Love, Light, Power and Protection for all our loved Ones in the national defense, and then throughout America and the world; so there goes forth from the physical octave whatever the Cosmic Law requires to release the Greatest Help, Blessing and Powers of Light to stop every destructive force and quality on this earth forever.

The greater our Love, Devotion and call unto Them, the greater can They act in the physical world, to stop the destructive activities from any further existence on this earth or against mankind.

Let us sing our Love, Gratitude, and Devotion to Them and decree Their Visible, Tangible Presence walking the earth with all mankind as soon as possible; for the Purity, Freedom and Victory of Light to take possession, produce Perfection and hold Dominion; to stand forever on guard and Reign Supreme NOW with Full Power; fulfill the Divine Plan, sustained and expanded by the Sacred Fire without limit, and be the ONLY Presence acting NOW and forever.

Eternally in the Service of the Light, “I AM”

MRS. G. W. BALLARD

CANDLE SERVICE

Please give the Candle Service in the Study Group Outlines just after the Invocation, which is between Numbers 9 and 10.

OUR LARGE CHARTS

It is our great joy and privilege to announce the release of more Large Charts, size 30x52 about Christmas time.

We also have prepared collapsible white frames which can be shipped and easily assembled.

Price of both complete is $25.00. Prepaid.

*These Charts may also be purchased without frames, at the regular price.
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OUR NEW MUSIC

It is our great joy and privilege to announce the release of the Song “Beloved Mary, Mother of Jesus,” the cover of which is Her Picture in colors; offering the Roses and Lilies of Her Purity and Love with Her Great Healing Radiance to all who give Her their attention and who call unto Her for Help.

Her Great Mercy and Forgiveness to all mankind pour forth continually thru the Great Cosmic Healing Flame of Cosmic Love; and Great Legions of the Angelic Host assist Her so that never is any call unanswered.

May all who hear, sing or play this song or contemplate this Picture, know and feel instantly their connection with Her; and receive all that She so lovingly and graciously offers to produce Perfection everywhere for all.

We love and bless and thank Her in the name of all mankind for all She has done throughout the centuries to help heal, illumine and raise all into their Ascension, in the fulfilling of the Divine Plan forever.

Thru this music, we ask Her to pour Her Cosmic Love, Blessing, Protection, Healing and Assistance to all our loved ones in the national defense and especially do we call Her Cosmic Power into action everywhere to annihilate all war forever; to release and send all prisoners of war back to their native lands, to serve this Light or give them their Ascension; and to stop forever all that is not as Pure, Free and Victorious as Saint Germain’s own Heart, and all that is not God’s Divine Plan fulfilled thru all mankind and the earth forever.

This picture of Beloved Mary, Mother of Jesus on the cover of this song is the work of our beloved May DaCamara, whom we love, thank and bless without limit forever.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS AND FOUNDATION HEADQUARTERS OFFICE

It is our great joy and privilege to announce the expansion of the Saint Germain Press, Inc., and the Saint Germain Foundation Headquarters Office in Chicago.

We are prepared to fill your orders with greater promptness and do all we can to help you and all expand Saint Germain’s “I AM” Activities with greater speed and power to give all the help possible.

We are pouring out greater Love, Blessings, Protection, Illumination and Perfection with everything we send out, to bless all who handle our shipments and to make all our Ascended Master Friends forever.

You can send orders to us by telegraph, Western Union, by Railway Express or by personal messenger.

We shall do all we know how to help you help others, and to bless without limit all who help us to carry this Light; to protect America and set all free in the Perfection and Eternal Happiness we all desire.

In all the Ascended Masters’ Love, Protection, Perfection and Blessings forever, “I AM”

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS AND FOUNDATION
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GODFRE OUR LOVED ONE, ASCENDED
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PROTECTION OF OUR COPYRIGHTS

We hereby notify all readers and individuals everywhere, that everything in the books of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, the VOICE OF THE "I AM," OUR PUBLIC LECTURES, AFFIRMATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO GROUP LEADERS is covered by our copyrights with all rights reserved, including foreign translations.

This means, we will not allow this Instruction and Information to be deleted, distorted, adulterated or diluted for any purpose whatsoever and we shall protect them fully.

We are determined that this GIFT OF LIGHT, TRUTH AND FREEDOM from the Ascended Masters to mankind SHALL BE PROTECTED and kept PURE, TRUE AND UNCHANGED — FOREVER — that mankind may receive its Eternal Freedom and the greatest possible Blessing.

We shall use our Full Power and our Full Right to maintain COMPLETE PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC. and

MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
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UNVEILED MYSTERIES, Volume I ........................................ By Godfré Ray King
Containing the first group of the author's experiences.
Price $2.50 — Shipping charges 40c

THE MAGIC PRESENCE, Volume II ..................................... By Godfré Ray King
Containing the second group of the author's experiences.
Price $2.75 — Shipping Charges 40c

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES, Volume III
By the Ascended Master Saint Germain and Other Ascended Masters
Containing thirty-three Discourses, explaining the Ascended Masters' Application of the "I AM," with three color plates.
Price $2.75 — Shipping Charges 40c

THE "I AM" ADORATIONS, AFFIRMATIONS AND DECREES, Volume V
Parts 1 and 2 ....................................................... By Chanera
A selection of powerful Adorations, Affirmations and Decrees of the "Mighty I AM Presence."
Price $1.75 — Shipping charges 40c

THE ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES, Volume VI
By Various Ascended Masters
Containing twenty Discourses, with three color plates, dictated before hundreds of students.
Price $2.75 — Shipping charges 40c

ASCENDED MASTER LIGHT, Volume VII
By Various Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings
Containing twenty-six Discourses, with three color plates, dictated before hundreds of students.
Price $3.00 — Shipping charges 40c

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES, Volume VIII..............By the Great Divine Director
Containing twenty-five Discourses, with two color plates, dictated by the Great Divine Director, before hundreds of students.
Price $3.00 — Shipping charges 40c

"I AM" ADORATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS ..................By Chanera
Vest Pocket Edition of powerful Adorations and Affirmations
Price $1.00 — Shipping charges 35c

SPECIAL "I AM" DECREES AND BINDERS
Loose-Leaf Binder in heavy green cloth, stamped to match the Saint Germain Series. To hold special "I AM" Decrees and Songs. These Decrees and Songs are printed on fillers punched to fit Binder, which holds about 150 leaves (300 pages). Price Binder $1.25—Shipping charges 40c
Loose-leaf Decrees and songs (2 pages) 1½c per leaf. Shipping charges extra
"THE VOICE OF THE 'I AM'"

Monthly Magazine containing articles explaining the Law of Life; also Discourses by the Ascended Masters and other important subjects. Back numbers available beginning with February 1936. Yearly subscriptions begin with January 1944.

Subscription price America $4.00. Single Copy 40c
In other countries $4.50 Single Copy 45c

CHART OF THE MAGIC PRESENCE

A beautifully lithographed color chart, suitable for framing and contemplation; showing each individual's relationship to his own Individualized God Presence—the "Mighty 'I AM'."

Size—5½x8½. Price 25c—Shipping charges 5c
Size—12x21. Price $1.00—Shipping charges 20c
On Heavy Linen 30x52. Price $12.00—Shipping charges Prepaid

CHARTS AND FLAMES IN ACTION

Above Charts mechanically animated—Size 30x52.............Price $225.00
Violet Flame mechanically animated—Size 30x52.............Price $225.00
(Shipping charges extra)

At Present only large Flames and large Charts are available.

PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, JESUS

PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, SAINT GERMAIN

Hand colored steel engravings of etchings by Charles Sindelar.
Size 12x16. Price each $2.00—Shipping charges 35c
Sepia Color, Size 19x24, $10.00
Sepia Color, Size 24x32, $20.00

PICTURE OF OUR BELOVED MESSENGER, GUY W. BALLARD

Actual photographic reproduction in Goldtone.
Size 8x10 Price each $2.50 Shipping charges 45c
Size 11x14 Price each $3.50 Shipping charges 50c
Size 15x19½ Price each $10.00 Express charges collect
Size 30x40 Price each $25.00 Express charges collect
Profile Size 15x19½ Price each $10.00 Express charges collect
DECREE BOOKLETS

Small Booklets containing Decrees compiled for individual or Study Group use. Marvelous results are being made manifest in building a momentum thru constant use of these Booklets:

1. Opulence and Supply
2. Violet Flame and Healing
3. "I AM" America’s Freedom
4. "I AM" Light Decrees
5. Purpose of the Ascended Masters' "I AM" Activities (Small booklet giving short resumé of the Ascended Masters' "I AM" Activities.)
6. Our Messenger's "I AM" Speaks
7. Light My World

Price of these Booklets each 30c, plus shipping charges; with the exception of Nos. 1, 5 and 7. Present supply of No. 1 will be sold for 20c each, plus shipping charges. No. 5 sells for 15c each, plus shipping charges. No. 7, Light My World, sells for 40c each.

PLAYBACKS AND RECORDS

We will notify you as soon as our next order of Playbacks is released. Playback records are available. This applies to the new 33 1/3 RPM Blue Transparent Records containing Mrs. Ballard’s talks on the Law of Life and Its Application, and the Musical Playback Records as listed hereafter.

Price Playback Records $5.25 each—Shipping charges extra
(Note: All Playback Records are sold direct from the Santa Fé Branch of the Saint Germain Press, Inc.)

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

| N 100-A | Song of the Violet Flame (Duet) | Lotus Ray King, Harp Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ |
| N 100-B | Lotus My Love | Lotus Ray King, Harp Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ |
| N 101-A | Goddess of Purity (Duet) | Lotus Ray King, Harp Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ |
| N 101-B | Silent Sentinel (Duet) | Lotus Ray King, Harp Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ |
| N 102-A | "I AM" Decrees—Part I September 1941 Shrine Class |
| N 102-B | "I AM" Decrees—Part II September 1941 Shrine Class |
| 200-A | Light of My Heart (Duet) | Lotus Ray King, Harp Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ |
| 200-B | Rose of Light (Duet) | Lotus Ray King, Harp Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ |
| 202-A | Son of Light (Duet) | Lotus Ray King, Harp Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ |
| 202-B | Call to Light (Duet) | Lotus Ray King, Harp Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ |
| 203-A | Rainbow Rays (Duet) | America Our Own Beloved Land |
| 203-B | Oh, World Victorious (Duet) | Sung by Minute Men of Saint Germain |
| 505-A | America Our Own Beloved Land | |
| 505-B | Silent Sentinel | |
| 1000-A | "I AM" Come (Duet) | Donald Ray King |

Price of Record No. 1000 is $2.65—Shipping Charges extra.

| RR-1201 | Invocation (Mr. and Mrs. Ballard and Donald) |
| RR-1202 | Contemplation (Silent Night) Harp (Mrs. Ballard) |
| RR-1203 | Benediction (Mrs. Ballard and Donald) |
| RR-1247 | Contemplation (Nearer My God to Thee) Harp (Mrs. Ballard) |
| 3300-A | Invocation No. 1 (Shrine Class) (Mr. G. W. Ballard) |
| 3300-B | Invocation No. 2 (Shrine Class) (Mr. G. W. Ballard) |
| 3301-A | Benediction (Shrine Class) (Mr. G. W. Ballard) |
| 3301-B | Benediction (Shrine Class) (Mr. G. W. Ballard) |
| 3302-A | Invocation (Shrine Class) (Mr. G. W. Ballard) |
| 3302-B | There Is No Death (Shrine Class) (Mr. G. W. Ballard) |
| 3303-A | Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) (Mr. G. W. Ballard) |
| 3303-B | Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) (Mr. G. W. Ballard) |
| 3303-C | Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) (Mr. G. W. Ballard) |
| 3303-D | Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) (Mr. G. W. Ballard) |
| 3303-E | Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) (Mr. G. W. Ballard) |
| 3303-F | Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) (Mr. G. W. Ballard) |

(The 3303 Series comprises one afternoon's talk by Mr. G. W. Ballard and should be sold in a set.)

| 3304-A | Invocation and Explanation of the Chart (Mr. G. W. Ballard) |
| 3304-B | Invocation and Explanation of the Chart (Mr. G. W. Ballard) |
| 3304-C | Invocation and Explanation of the Chart (Mr. G. W. Ballard) |
| 3304-D | Invocation and Explanation of the Chart (Mr. G. W. Ballard) |
The above records are suitable for individual use or for contemplation in "I AM" Study Groups.

(All Records are sold and shipped direct from the Santa Fe, New Mexico Branch of the Saint Germain Press, Inc. Use checks, drafts, Express Money Orders, but no P.O.M.O.'s. Make Payable to the Saint Germain Press, Inc.)

Price all Phonograph and Victrola Records each (double faced) made of Blue transparent material $3.15—Shipping charges extra
"CRYSTAL CUPS"

Small Size Crystal Cups—for traveling or children.......................... Price $5.00
Packing and shipping charges 50c

Small Size—for individual use......................................................... Price $7.75
Packing and shipping charges 70c

Large Size—for Reading Rooms, Sanctuaries, and family use.
Individuals may have these, if they so desire.............................. Price $25.00
Shipping charges $1.40

These "Crystal Cups" are not sold thru Reading Rooms or Group Leaders. Each "Cup" is blessed personally by Mrs. G. W. Ballard and is then shipped direct to each individual. No discounts are allowed.

OUR BELOVED NADA'S PICTURE

We announce the release of Our Beloved Nada's picture in sepia—size 4¾x6¾. This can be furnished mounted plain or in folder. It is the same picture as on the song covers, beautiful for framing purposes.

Mounted plain—Price each—$1.00, plus shipping charges.
Mounted on folder—Price each—$1.25, plus shipping charges.
MUSIC OF THE SPHERES

Already Released

LIGHT OF MY HEART
LOTUS MY LOVE
OH WORLD VICTORIOUS
RAINBOW RAYS
VOICE OF THE PRESENCE
ROSE OF LIGHT
SON OF LIGHT
CALL TO LIGHT
SILENT SENTINEL
"I AM" COME
NADA OUR LOVE
AMERICA OUR OWN BELOVED LAND
GODDESS OF PURITY
MIGHTY VICTORY
LETO, BLESSED LETO
GREAT DIVINE DIRECTOR
*SONG OF THE VIOLET FLAME
"I AM" HERE
*ARCHANGEL MICHAEL

A Group of Songs—Music and Lyrics by Godfre Ray King and Lotus Ray King. These Songs are especially charged with powerful healing activity. Each contains a beautifully lithographed cover in colors, especially designed for that piece of music.

Our present stock of these songs will be sold at the regular price of $1.00 each with shipping charges of 35c. New editions will require an increased charge. This includes all the above songs with the exception of the three marked with an *. These songs are now priced at $1.25 each; shipping charges 35c.

The "Song of the Violet Flame" contains four (4) color plates. These color plates may also be purchased singly (without music).

Price Each 50c—Shipping charges 15c

SONG FOLDERS

Each Folder contains three songs, together with music and lyrics, as follows:

No. 1
1. "I AM" Here
2. Angels of Saint Germain
3. Freedom's Triumph

Music and Lyrics
Lotus Ray King

No. 2
4. Great Hercules—Thou Elohim
5. Mary, the Mother of Jesus
6. Archangel Michael

Music and Lyrics
Lotus Ray King

Price per folder $2.25—Shipping charges extra (35c)

No. 3
7. Helios, The Dawn
8. Lord—The Maha Chohan
9. Thou Seven Mighty Elohim

Music and Lyrics
Lotus Ray King

Price per folder $3.00—Shipping charges extra (40c)
MUSICAL PLAYBACK RECORDS
(16" for Playbacks only)

65  
   1. Goddess of Purity  
   2. Leto, Blessed Leto

66  "I AM Come (Duet)  

Lotus Ray King, Harp
Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ
Shrine Audience

Lotus Ray King, Harp
Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ

NOTE: This Record contains two selections on one side—No. 65, and one on the opposite side—No. 66; therefore, Nos. 65 and 66 is one double-faced record.

Record made of Blue Transparent material, and is sold and shipped only from the Santa Fe, New Mexico Branch.

Price each $5.25—Shipping charges extra